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ABSTRACT 
 
Name    : Sifah Fauziah  
Reg. Number    : 40300114130 
Major     : English Literarture Department 
Faculty   : Adab And Humaniorah  
Tittle     : Science In Novel Unravel Me By Tahereh Mafi  
Supervisor I    : Dr.Umar Thamrin, S.Ag.,M.Hum.,Ph.D. 
Supervisor II   : Syahruni Junaid, S.S., M.Pd. 
    
This research discussed about how science depicted in novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi. This 
research aimed to find out how science depicted in novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi. This research 
focused on how science depicted in novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi and then classify in intrinsic 
element. Theory about five codes of Rolland Barthers. The researcher used note taking as the 
instrument to find out the valid data. This research was conducted to order to expected to explain the 
function of science in literary works, science fiction in particular. The findings showed that science 
description on semics code scale is described in connotation form about the nature condition, people’s 
feeling, people’s character who have power, and body’s condition. Science description on hermeneutics 
code is described in explanation form about an sophisticated room, people’s character who have power 
and some objects which resemble identity card and a sophisticated tank. Science description on 
symbolics code scale is described in ambiguous form or or in another word can be its opinion changes. 
Science description on proaroteics code scale is described in strained situation. Science description on 
culture code scale is described in habit form or their house rules in which they should have identity 
card, this card is also multipurpose to be used in commodity transaction.  
 
 
Keywords : Science, Science fiction,  Novel, Five codes of Rolland Barthes’ Theory, Unravel Me  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A.     Background 
   Science in science fiction is different from academic science. In science fiction, 
the concept of science is used as a tool to help the process of thinking and developing 
the author's imagination based on science and technology about the future. The 
thought which possess and process by the author is an aspect of the imagination with 
main function is to discover and developt characters in the story. 
   Thought is the medium of making a science fiction story, in this case thought 
are the one that performed the plotting to create a story through knowledge which 
based on a real science. Thus, the plot in a science fiction story can be considered as a 
product from author‟s active imagination co-operating along with existing knowledge 
of real science which primarily function in making and developing the story. 
   The author's idea in making a story basiccally begins with the creation of a 
simple profile based on categories such as name, gender, age and occupation, things 
that will affect the personality of the character. Determining a modern name and 
associating with technology which match the character then create the whole 
personality of the character. After that, from the previous combined information 
invent the main character that will live in the plot of the story. From there the author 
will imagine developing the beginning to the end of the story while thinking the 
opposite character of the main character. 
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       After the main characters are inserted in the plot, the character development 
and storyline will be up to the imagination of the author related to knowledge about 
science. In plotting the addition of spesific atmosphere in the story taken directly 
from the author's imagination until it‟s all get together and then forming a story of 
science fiction genre that will make the story more interesting and could successfully 
affect the readers‟ emotionally. 
 Science fiction is an imaginative work of authors combined with knowledge 
of technology and science that are analyzed by the author. The novel Unravel Me by 
Tahere Mafi, can be considered as a fictional novel that has relation with one verse in 
Al-Quran, which is in surah Al-Baqarah verse 31. The verse explains about how 
human beings are given knowledge and ability to understand every function and the 
name of the objects that exist on earth so that people can think and learn from the 
power of Allah SWT. From the humans‟ realm, people can learn so much knowledge 
about how the day and night are turned, the rotation of the earth, etc. It will make 
humans realize their position that God is the creator of all things in the world as we 
know. 
                                         
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Translation: 
“And He taught Adam the nature of all things; then He placed them before the 
angels, and said: "Tell me the nature of these if they are right”. 
 From this verse a statement can be drawn by the Researcher that the power of 
Allah SWT who‟s created the heavens and hell, the transformation ofthe day and 
night, and the wind blowing. Such as author‟s science fiction that created their work 
to obtain some knowledges by studying author‟s creation for science improvement 
especially by reading their work.  
  Researcher intrested in science fiction as product of imagination, because 
science in science fiction is employed to frame narrative, shape, transform the 
characters and create sensations. They are the tools used to ground a story to the 
future, to nuance it with image of technology that is particularly related to trust but to 
spectacle the way spectators experience what they read or watch. it‟s not about 
science in academic, eventhough it is the author‟s imagination but it still contains a 
lot of scienctific aspect in life then researcher choose to analyze how science is 
depicted in the novel trilogy because the novel is nominated as a good read choice 
awards in 2013, it is also awarded as the best category young adult fantasy and 
science fiction. Researcher wants to know how science is employed and narrated in 
science fiction novel.  
B. Researcah Question 
Based on the background above, the research question is how is science 
depicted in the novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi? 
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C. Objective of Research 
          The objective of the research is to find out the science depicted in the novel 
Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi and used codes theory from Rolland Barthes. 
D.  Significance of Research  
The result of this research is expected to expain the function of science in 
literary works, science fiction in particular. This function is from different science as 
an academic practice. Science is related to narrative strategies in which characters and 
plot are constructed based on the author‟s imagination.  
E. Scope of Research  
     The scope of this research is limited to only focus on analyzing the science in 
the novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi. This study analyzed science in one of 
American novels, whose genre is science fiction.  This research used codes theory 
from Rolland Barthes to analyze how science imagined in every intrinsic element of 
Unravel Me novel. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Previous studies  
    Rahayu (2014) in her research entitled “ A study On the Science Fiction 
Characteristics In The Host Novel and Ender‟s Game Novel”, in her thesis, she 
focused on recognizing the characteristics of science fiction within The Host Novel 
and Ender‟s Game Novel novel by utilizing structuralism approach, combination of 
David Seed‟s book, Jones theory from James and Mendlesohn‟s book, Hellekson 
theory Bould et al‟s book, and Botting theory from seed‟s book as the most reference 
for recognizing the characteristics of science fiction. Based on the thesis, she utilized 
two books, they are The Host Novel and Ender‟s Game Novel as the object of her 
study. The objective of the study about is to track the sign of science fiction 
characteristics within The Host novel from Stephenie Meyer and Ender‟s Game novel 
from Orson Scott Card. 
Nia (2011) in her thesis “A notes procedure of translation of science term 
in Dan Brown‟s work The last symbol” She focused to analyze the procedure of notes 
and tried to describe translation procedures used by the translator to translate the 
selected science term. She used qualitative descriptive method. She analyzed the 
translation by reading the source language and its translation, marking the science 
term, classifying, selecting, and analyzing them based on the theory of translation 
procedure and noted procedure which is taken from relevant references.  
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The differences between the previous findings above and this research are 
from the subject of the research that the first previous finding focuses on identifying 
the characteristics of science fiction in The Host novel and Ender‟s Game novel. In 
another hand, the second finding is different from the object, that I analyze science in 
the novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi and she analyzes The Lost Symbol by Dan 
Brown. 
This study analyzed science in one of American novels whose genre is 
science fiction and use codes theory from Rolland Barthes to analyze how science 
depicted in Unravel Me novel. 
B. Pertinent Ideas 
    In order to conduct this research, the researcher analyzed it by used Rolland 
Barthes‟ five codes. These five codes are narrative structures and it used to indicate 
things related to events or what happens in a novel. In this case the science will be 
seen from the five existing codes. 
In semiotic, a code may be a set convention or sub-codes as of now in 
communicate meaning. The foremost common is one‟s talked language but the term 
can moreover be utilized to allude to any account frame: consider the color conspire 
of a picture (A.G. Red for danger) (Manoy, 2009:7).   
According to Barthes there are five codes that can be analyzed in the novel. The 
codes that are observed by Barthes are: Hermeneutic code (riddle code), Semic code 
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(connotative meaning), Symbolic code, Proaretic code (action logic), and Gnomic 
code (cultural code) in (Barthes, 1976 : 55-56).  
1. Hermeneutic code is referringing to any element of the story that is not fully 
explained and hence becomes a mystery to the reader.  The way the story dodges 
telling the truth or uncovering all the realities, in arrange to drop clues in all 
through to assist make mystery. The term of hermeneutic code is alluding to any 
element of the story that's not completely clarified and thus gets to be a mystery 
to the readers. The purpose of the author in this is typically to keep the audience 
guessing, arresting the enigma, until the final scenes when all is revealed and all 
loose ends are tied off and closure is achieved. 
2. Semic code is the symbol that contained within the story and concern with 
characteristics. This code refers to connotation within the story that gives 
additional meaning over the basic denotative meaning of the word. The 
connotative meaning is frequently found within the characterization. This code is 
additionally related with theme of the story. Symbolic code or fiction code is the 
process to find certain meaning that distinguishing proof from the biner 
restriction, diverse phoneme, although psychosexual restriction.  
3. Symbolic code is related to binary oppositions which the structure of a story. It 
contains of differentiate and pairings related to the foremost essential parallel 
which are male or female, night and day, great and awful, life and dead. These 
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are the structures of differentiated components which structuralism sees as 
principal to the human way of seeing and organizing reality.  
4. Proairetic code could be a code which gives the occasion or signs of activities 
which not make questions but has cause and impact. It refers to design of activity 
by which we get it the arrangement and critical on our every day lives. The 
Proairetic Code also builds tension, referring to any other action or event that 
indicates something else is going to happen, and which hence gets the reader 
guessing as to what will happen next. The Hermeneutic and Proairetic Codes 
work as a pair to develop the story's tensions and keep the reader interested. 
Barthes described them as: 
"...dependent on ... two sequential codes: the revelation of truth and the 
coordination of the actions represented: there is the same constraint in the 
gradual order of melody and in the equally gradual order of the narrative 
sequence." 
5.  The cultural code is looks at the readers wider of culture information, morality, 
historical and ideology. This code refers to anything that is founded on some 
kind of canonical works that cannot be challenged and is assumed to be a 
foundation for truth. Typically, this involves either science or religion, although 
other canons such as magical truths may be used in fantasy stories. 
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C. The Other Relevant Concepts 
In this section the researcher needs to clarify some concepts relevant to the 
discussion. The researcher used the five codes to analyze the intrinsic element.  
a) Novel  
     Among the genre of literature, novel is one of the prose fictions. Julien and 
Bonn (2010:112) states that Novel is a long fictional narrative written in prose, which 
developed from the novella and other early forms of narrative. A novel is ordinarily 
organized beneath a plot or theme with a focus on character development and action. 
Action and the characters within the novel made by the writers themselves. So an 
activities and the occasions of the novel can be a real story in daily life, can be desire, 
pity, bliss, joy, sense, rationale and numerous others are based on the truths of one‟s 
life. The novel has the instrinsic and extrinsic components.  
 A novel is one of the works that contains a long story about knowledge or 
fiction to entertain its readers. In this analyses I analyzed a novel science fiction genre 
so, in this novel not only to entertain but also people can know science in a science 
fiction novel.  
A novel is a work of fiction built by the elements of the builder of intrinsic 
and extrinsic elements, the unity between these intrinsic elements that make a novel 
tangible. 
1. Elements of Novel   
a. Character  
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        Another intrinsic element in literary is character. Character is the aggregate of 
traits and features that from the nature of some person or animal (Harahap, 2007:23). 
Character is one of the curiously things for individual options that the readers want to 
see how is the other individual life and how they effort to pursue the goals. Character 
moreover a vehicle for the author in arrange to communicate to the reader almost 
their see of the world. The reader can learn approximately characters from their own 
words and actions, from what other characters said approximately them and the way 
other act towards them. Character in a novel can be separated in to a few sorts based 
on point of see; a character can be categorized in to a few at once, for illustration as 
fundamental character protagonist and character antagonist.  
b. Setting  
Setting is the environment that sorrounds an occasion within the story, the 
universe that interatomic with occasions that are taking place. Setting can too be 
intagible certain times (day, month, and year) weather or a historical period (Staton, 
2007:35). 
 The setting of a literary work is the physical world of the litarary work, the 
place, the time, and the circumstance of the action. Setting, whether realistic or 
fantastic, can have symbol, physiological and sociological (Cole, 1999: 161). 
Setting is one of the intrinsic elements work of fictions which reveals to use 
when and where events of the plot (Rozelle, 2005:33). In other words, everything that 
happens some place at sometime in a literary work is called setting. Setting reverse to 
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conditonal add up to environment, physical, conservative, social, political, and 
sociological in which the character live.  
b. Plot 
Plot is a series of the event in a story (Staton,2007:26). How a certain occasion 
affecting another occasion that can not be disregard, since the occasion will be 
affecting to all story. Plot is exceptionally near to the presence of the character. If the 
story only has a little in character, there will be more close and simple to plot, in 
differentiate a novel that has numerous characters within the story the plot will be 
more complicated. Plot makes a difference the readers in understanding the story of 
the novel too. The clarity of the plot makes the readers less demanding in 
understanding the story. Ordinarily a great or popular novels depends on the plot.  
Plot could be a literary term characterized as the occasions that makes up the 
story, particulary as they relate to one another in a design, in a sequence through 
cause and effect or by coincidence. One is generally interested in how well this 
pattern of events accomplishes some artistic or emotional effect. Plot is the 
arrangement of occasions and actions in a scholarly work (Stanford,2003:30). Most 
readers start by describing external actions, those that through the writer‟s depiction, 
we will see and listen.  
d. Theme 
   A theme can be found after reading the whole story by paying attention of its 
dialogue among the character, plot setting (Gill,1985:189). A theme described in the 
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dialogue or story based on the development of character on the dialogue and also 
setting and the movement of the plot.  
 Theme is a subject or topic which a person writes or speaks a subject of 
discourse or dissertation composed by student given subject (Meine, 195:749) so, the 
writer can conclude that the theme is common in a work story. 
b) Science  
    James, 1997 (Samatowa, 2006: 1) characterizes science as an arrangement of 
ideas and applied schemes that identify with each other, also develop similarly as an 
after about experimentation also observation and handy for further perception 
furthermore experimentation. The point whitehead, 1999 (Samatowa, 2006: 1) states 
the science might have been structured due to gathering two requests from claiming 
experience. An additional exceptionally short anyhow serious thought will be 
“science is a way of knowing” (Throwbridge and Baybee, 1990:48) the thought that 
science may be a progressing methodology for a concentrate on creating also sorting 
out learning. Therefore, science camwood additionally make seen starting with 
different aspects, three from claiming them as stated by Abruscato (1992:6) are:  
 „‟Science is the name we give to group of processes throught which we can 
systematically gather information about the natural word. Science is also the 
knowledge gathered through the use of such as processes. Finally, science is 
characterized by those values and attitude processed by people who use scientific 
processes to gather knowledge‟‟. 
By general, the over section provides for a comprehension are:  
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a. Science is a systematic process of gathering information about the world 
around.  
b. Science is knowledge gained through a particular process of activity. 
c. Science is characterising by the values and attitudes of scientist processes in 
acquiring knowledge. 
In other words, science is a process of activity that scientists do in acquiring 
knowledge and attitude toward the process of the activity.  
C. Biography of The Author 
    Tahereh Mafi might have been conceived done Iranian-American (1988), 
Modern York times and USA nowadays best advertising maker based done Santa 
Monica, California. She is known for composing junior developed up fiction. When 
composing, she starting novel of Shatter Me, Mafi expressed her composed five 
original copies so as will predominant comprehend how with compose a book. 
Shatter me might have been start dispersed around November 15, 2011. Since that 
reason Unravel Me (distributed ahead February 5, 2013) and Ignite me (distributed on 
February 4, 2014) require been disseminated. She Moreover require two e-books that 
attempt with those Shatter Me series, Destroy Me and Fracture Me. Film benefits to 
Shatter Me require been bought by twentieth century fox motion pictures. 
    In admirable 2016 she discharged furthermore, middle-grade fiction novel 
something like a pale young lady living done our current reality about great shade 
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What's more enchantment from claiming which she need none. On April 2017, Mafi 
affirmed an additional set of three in the Shatter Me universe accompanying those 
same casts of characters. The initial to be called restore me and will be completely 
frank starting with a dual-POV from Juliette Ferrars, the hero of the unique set of 
three Also Warner, those adversaries in the initial book. 
D.  Synopsis of The Novel  
    Telling a woman who managed to escape to Omega Point, the headquarters 
of the rebel movement and the gathering place of people who have grace, 
supernatural powers of deadly touch. The past still haunts him, and the future is full 
of uncertainty. While the presen requires him to choose between the love or the life of 
Adam. After officially joining Omega Point and finding friends of his kind, Juliette 
and Adam began following the way of life of Omega Point members. There Julitte 
invited to further control his power. Every day he practices and practices so that he 
can strengthen or project his strength. Everyone there still cannot touch it, except 
Adam, and Juliette is still considered a monster by most people there. Juliette who 
initially excited and trying to accept the situation itself suddenly back down and 
languish. He hates the situation. Hates his strength. Did not make much progress with 
his training session. And he also so difficult to meet with Adam. Juliette became 
sentimental and sensitive throughout the day. He feels the most unfortunate person in 
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the world, feeling incompatible with Omega Point and hating everything about him. 
In fact, he became irritable to anyone.  
Juliette is not allowed sadly protracted by Kenji. Because Kenji is responsible 
for training and handling Juliette directly at Omega Point. Not only did he train his 
strength but Kenji also trained Juliette's mental defenses. No one could get close to 
Juliette, because Juliette did not care about anyone, always shut down, and moped all 
day. Juliette was too discouraged to accept her strength and overcome her fear of 
herself. Everyone he thinks hates him and he does not bother trying to open up and 
take care of others. Only Kenji was able to penetrate Juliette's self-defense and hang 
out with Juliette every day at OmegaPoint. The time left for the war that Omega Point 
will ignite soon, they must all be ready for battle. But who would have thought that 
the New Order is the one who declared war first. They got a call directly from 
Warner's father, a personal invitation, to meet him specifically in Sector 45. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
1. Research Method 
    In this research, the researcher used Descriptive Qualitative method. 
Descriptive qualitative method is procedure that is used to describe data in the form 
of words written or spoken by people or actors in the novel that it can be observed 
(Glass and Hopkins, 1984:160). The method is applied by describing the data and 
analyzing them that has related to the focus of analysis. This method is used to 
describe how the science depicted in the novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi.  
2. Data Source 
The source of data of this research is taken from the text in novel Unravel Me 
by Tahereh Mafi that was published in 2013. This novel consists of 73 chapters and 
301 pages. The researcher took some sentences which are related to the research 
quastion. 
3. Techniques of Data Analysis  
   In analyzing the data, the researcher used content analysis tehnique that 
includes identification, classification, and description. Identification is once the data 
is collected, the researcher read by identifying novel that is used to give the clue 
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about data in the study. Description the data is analyzed by reading the code or in this 
case the scientific words in the novel so that the meaning of the scientific words can 
be known and become a new knowledge in the science fiction novel.  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this chapter, the researcher presented the data which were considered as 
how science depicted in the novel Unravel me by Tahereh Mafi. This chapter 
consisted of Findings and Discussions. 
A. Findings 
In this part, the researcher presents the research question. The researcher 
found the answer to the research question about how science depicted in the novel 
Unravel me by Tahereh Mafi. In this case researcher takes quotes in the novel longer 
because it will analyze every word that contains science and see the context. To 
understand the data, the researcher presents explanation the data by mentions Data is 
D, Chapter is C and Page is P. They were as follows: 
1. Semic Code 
(D1,P9,C1) 
Maybe it‟s dark and wet today, whistling wind so sharp it things the skin off the knuckles 
of grown men. Maybe it‟s snowing, maybe it‟s raining, I don‟t know maybe it‟s freezing 
it‟s hailing it‟s a hurricane slip slipping into a tornado amd the earth is quaking apart to 
make room for our mistakes. I wouldn‟t have any idea. I don’t have  a window anymore. I 
don’t have view. It‟s a million degrees below zero in my blood amd I‟m buried 50 feet 
underground in a training room that‟s become my second home lately. Every day I stare 
at these 4 walls and remind myself  I‟m not a prisoner I‟m not  prisoner but sometimes the 
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old feas streak across my skin and I can‟t seem to break free of the claustrophobia 
clutching at my throat. 
 
(D2,P11,C1) 
  This planet is a broken bone that didn‟t set right, a hundred pieces of crystal glued 
together. We‟ve been shattered and reconstructed, told to make an effort 
everysingle day to pretend we still function the way we‟re supposed to. But it‟s a lie, 
it‟s all a lie.  
 
(D3,P49,C5) 
I‟m still wearing my gloves but just being this close to him is enough; flowers are blooming 
in my stomach, the soft petals tickling every inch of my nervous system. It‟s like I‟ve been 
granted 3 wishes: to touch, to taste, to feel. It‟s the strangest phenomenon. A crazy happy 
impossibility wrapped in tissue paper, tied with a bow, tucked away in my heart.  
 
(D4,P67,C7) 
All of a sudden my sense feel sharper, clearer; my entire being feels like it’s humming 
with a renewed kind of energi. I am electric.  
 
(D5,P70,C7) 
It hits me right in the face. Punches me right in the stomach. Realization jumps on my back 
and explodes in my skin and rakes its furgernails down my neck and I’m choking on 
impossibility. Adam.I feel it wrapping itself around my fingers like I could fling it at his face. 
I feel it coiling itself around my spine, planting itself in my stomach and shooting branches 
down my legs, up my arms, through my neck. It‟s choking me. Choking me because it 
needs release, need relief. Needs it now.  
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(D6,P79,C7) 
Energi is cousing through me with a vigor I‟ve never felt before and I‟m not even thinking but 
I have to do something I have to touch something and I‟m curling my fingers and bending my 
knees and pulling back my arm and Punching My First Right Through The Floor. The earth 
fissures under my fingers and the reverberations surge thriugh my being, ricocheting 
through my bones until my skull is spinning and my heart is a pendulum slamming into 
my rib cage. My eyesight fades in and out of focus and I have to blink a hundred times to 
clear it only to see a crack creaking under my feet, a thin line splinterimg the ground. 
Everything around me is suddenly off  balance. The stone is groaning under our weight 
and the glass walls are rattling and the machines are shifting out of place and the water is 
sloshing against its container and the people.  
 
(D7,P83,C9) 
I manage to pry my eyes open and immediately feel the wrath of hell ripping through my 
right arm. My hand has been bandaged in so many layers of gauze it‟s rendered my 5 
fingers immobile and I find I‟m grateful for it. I‟m so exhausted I do‟t have the energy to 
cry.  
 
(D8,P137,C16) 
It creeps up on you, quiet and still, sits by your side in the dark, strokes your hair as you 
sleep. It wrap itself around your bones, squeezing so tight you almost can’t breathe. It 
leaves lies in your heart , lies next to you at night, leaches the light out from every corner. 
It‟s a constant companion, clasping your hand only to yank you down when you‟re 
strunggling to stand up.  
 
(D9,P164,C19) 
We‟re in the middle of a frozen wasteland. The air is icy and sharp, deed leaves dancing around us. The 
few trees still standing are waving in the wind, their broken , lonely branches begging for 
companionship. I look  right. I look straight ahead.  
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(D10,P360,C48) 
I‟ve been showing him how easily I can break things now. The bricks are nothing. It 
feels like crushing a piece if cake. The metal pipes bend in my hands like plastic straws. 
 
2. Hermeneutic code 
 
(D11,P11,C1) 
I‟m supposed to harness my energy, Catle said. Our gifts sre different forms of energi. 
Matter is never created ir destroyed, he said to me, and as our world changed, so did the 
energi within it. Our abilities sre taken from the universe, from the ,atter, from the energies. 
We are not anomalies. We are inevitabilities of the perverse manipulations of our earth. 
Our energy came from somewhere, he said. And somewhere is in the chaos all around us.  
 
(D12,P13,C1) 
To use my power against my better judgment. But the trought of laying a hand on 
someone brings back. A world of memories, feelings, a flush of power I experience 
only when I make contact with skin not immune to my own. It‟s a rush of 
invincibility; a tormented kind of euphoria; a wave of intensity flooding every pore in 
my body.  
 
(D13, P21,C2) 
Brendan. The thin boy with platinum-blond hair and electric currents running through 
his veins. I remember him.  
 
(D14,P22,C2) 
Juliete. A girl with a lethal touch that saps the stregth and energi of human beings until 
they‟re limp, paralyzed carcasses wheezing on the floor.  
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(D15,P33,C3). 
This was Castle‟s theory all along that Adam can touch me because he too has come 
kind of energi that allows it. Castle never thought Adam‟s immunity from my ability was a 
happy coincidence. He thought it had to be bigger than that, more scientific that that, 
more specific that that.  
 
(D16,P39,C4) 
It was a gift from Castle. He had it custom-made for me before I arrived at Omega Point. 
He thoght might like to finally have an outfit that would protect me from myself and others 
while simultaneously offering me the option of hurting others. If I wanted to. Or needed 
to. The suit is made kind of special material that’s supposed  to keep me cool in the heat 
and keep me warm in the cold. So far it‟s been perfect.  
 
 (D17,P164,C19) 
The plan is for Kenji, gift enables him to blend into any background to travel ahead of the 
pack, making himself  invisible as he checks  to make sure our paths are clear.  
 
 (D18 ,P178,C21) 
“And keep your voice down, being invisible doesn’t mean the world can’t hear 
you.” you can do that?” I try to find his face but I might as well be speaking to 
the air.  
“yeah it‟s called projecting, remeber? Didn‟t Castle explain this to you 
already? He asks eager to rush through the explanation so he can get back to 
yelling at me. “Not everyone can doi t, not all abilities are the same but maybe 
if you manage to stop being dumbass long enough not to die, I might be able to 
teach you one day.”  
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(D19,P185,C22) 
Castle said he can sense and move object from a great distance, even if that distance is 25 
feet belowground. He said that when he approaches one of the storage facilities he can 
feel the difference immediately, because he can recogize the energy in each object.  
 
(D20, P185, C22) 
This he explained is what allows him to move things with his mind: he’s able 
to touch the inherent energy in enerything. Castle and kenji have managed to 
track down 5 compounds within 20 miles of Omega Point just by walking 
around: Castle sensing, Kenji projecting to keep the invisible. They located 5 
more within 50 miles,  
 
(D21,P68,C7) 
Each clear wall acts as a partition to rooms on either side everything is see-through. 
There’s an electricaura engulfing the entire space; each cube is bright with white light and 
brinkingmachinery; sharp and dull hums of energy pulse throught the vast dimensions.  
 
(D22,P74,C7) 
“He is not your experiment!” I explode and the composure is gone, the steadiness in my 
voice is gone and I‟m suddenly so unstable again I can hardly keep my hands from 
shaking.” You think you can just use him for your research”  
 
 (D23,P75,C7) 
“I know that you‟ve been struggling here,” Castle continous.” I know you are 
unaccustomed to seeing yourself as part of a group, and I‟ve made an effort to 
understand where you might be coming from I‟ve tried to help you adjust. But you must 
look around!” He gestures toward the glass walls and the people behing them. “we are 
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the same. We are working on the same team! I have subjected Adam to nothing I have 
not undergone myself. We are simply running tests to see where his supranatural 
abilities lie. We cannot know for certain what he is capale of if we not test him first.  
“His voice drops an octave or 2. “And we do not have the luxury of writing several 
years until he accidentally discovers something that might be useful to our cause right 
now.” 
 
 (D24,P187,C22) 
Lily ha s a photographic memory that puts photographs to shame. She walked in before the 
rest of us and immediately scanned the room, collecting and cataloging every minute 
detail. She‟s the one who will make sure that we leave nothing behind when we exit, a side 
from the things we take, nothing else is missing or out of place.  
 (D25,P187,C22) 
Brendan is our backup generator. He‟s managed to shut off power to the security system 
while still lighting the dark dimensions of this room.  
 
(D26, P188,C22) 
Winston is overseeing our 2 grops, mediating between the givers and the takers, 
making sure we‟re securing the right items and the right quantities. His arms and 
legd have the elastic ability to strectch at will, which enables him to reach both 
sides of the room quickly and easly.  
 
(D27,P210,C24) 
I gasp. Stumble backward. My hand is full of ehat looks like red snad and brown clay 
pulverized into tiny particles. The bigger chunks of brick crumble to the floor and I let the 
debris slip through the cracks between my fingers only to lift the quality hand to my face.  
 
(D28,P309,C39) 
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Then there‟s Castle in the middle of it all, his hands outstretched over his head, 
collecting a whirlwind of particles, debris, scattered dtrips of steel and broken 
branches with nothing more than the coercion of his fingertips. The others have 
formed a human wall around him, protecting him as he forms a cyclone of such 
magnitude that even I can he‟s straining to manintain control of it. Then he lets go. 
The soldier are shouting, screaming, running back and ducking for cover but most are 
too slow to escape the reach of so much destruction and they’re down, impaled by shards 
of glass and stone and wood and broken metal but I know this defense won’t last for 
long.  
 
(D29, P311, C39) 
I  fall to my knees and press my palm to the ground and feel the power 
coursing through me, feel it curdling in my blood and mixing with the anger, 
the passion, the fire inside of me and I think of every time my parents called me 
a monster, a horrible terrifying mistake and I think of all the nights I sobbed 
myself to sleep and reeling through my mind, men and women and children, 
innocent protesters run over in the streets; I see guns and bombs, fire and 
devastation, so much suffering suffering sufferingand I steel myself. I flex my 
fist. I pull back my arm and I Shatter What’s left of this earth.  
 
(D30,P80,C7) 
I fall backward, cradling my right fist to my chest and try to remind myself  I am not a 
monster, I do not have to be a moster, I do not want to hurt people I do not want to hurt 
people I do not want to hurt people And it‟s not working. Because it’s all a lie. Because 
this was mem trying to help. I look around At the ground At what I’ve done.  
And I understand, for the first time, that I have the power to destroy everything.  
 
(D31, P86, C10) 
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Injuries are always treated by the healers. They can set broken bones and 
repair bullet wounds and revise collapsed lungs and mend even the worst 
kinds of cuts I know this because Adam had to be carried into Omega point on 
a strectcher when we arrived. He‟d suffered at the hands of Warner and his 
men after we escaped the military base and I thought his body would be 
scarred forever. But he’s perfect. Brand-new. It took all of I day to put him 
back together.  
 
(D32, P111, C13) 
“Ah.” Castle nods. Clears his troat. “Ye. Very astute, Ms. Ferrars.” He paces 
the length of the room. “This. . . is where the explanation gets a little tricky. 
After much study, we‟ve been able to conclude that his ability is a kind of. . . 
defense mechanism. One that he does not yet know how to control. It’s 
something that’s been working on autopilot his entire life, eventhough it only 
works to disable other preternatural abilities. If there was ever a risk, if Mr. 
Kent was ever in any state of danger, in any situation where his body was on 
high alert, feeling threatened or at risk of injury, his ability automatically set 
in.”   
 
(D33,P112,C13) 
When you first met, for example, Mr. Kent was working as a soldier, on guard, always 
aware of the risks in his surroundings. He was in constant state of electrum a term we use to 
define when our energy is „on‟ so to speak because he was always in state of danger.”  
 
(D34,P144,C17) 
I jerk toward my left to find sandy-blond hair and black plastiv glasses sititing on a 
crooked nose. An ironic smile twisted into a pale face. Winston. I remember him. He 
interviewed me when I first arrived at Omega Point. Said was some kind of psychologist. 
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But he also happens to be the one who designed the suit I’m wearing. The gloves I 
destroyed.  
 
 
 
 (D35,P153,C18) 
“RR cards track everything,” Castle explained.”they‟re necessary for entering and 
exiting compounds, necessary for entering and exiting a person‟s place of work. REST 
dollars can then be exchanged at supply centers for food and basic necessities. Losing 
an RRcard, “he said,”means losing your livelihood, your earnings, your legal status as 
a registeres citized. 
 
(D36,P454,C58) 
“Not on purpose.‟ Warner shakes his head. „ I didn‟t actually know what I was doing. Not 
at first. I’ve only ever just sensed enery; I never knew I could take it. But I touched 
yours simply by touching you there was so much adrenaline among the group of us 
that yours practically threw itself at me. And when Kenji grapped my arm.” He says, 
“you and I, we were still connected. It was quite accident but I felt it happen. I felt your 
power rush into me. Rush out of me. “ he  looks up. Meets my eyes. “ it was the most 
extraordinary thing I‟ve ever experienced.”  
(D37,P518,C65) 
The tanks. They run on electricity so they’re less conspicuous as they move through the 
streets, but I‟m familiar enough with these tanks to be able to recognize the electric trum.  
 
3. Simbolic Code 
 
(D38,P17,C2) ( D38, P18,C2) 
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Not everyone is safe from me the way he is. No one but Adam has ever touched me and 
enjoyed it. No one except for Warner. But despite Adam‟s best intentions, he can‟t train with 
me. He‟s busy with other things.  
Kenji. I want to laugh out loud. Kenji would be the only willing to risk working with me. I 
injured once. By accident.  
 
 
 
4. Proaretic Code  
 
            (D39,P69,C7) 
    Research. I see figures running gasping on what resemble inordinately fast treadmills. I see 
a women reloading a gun in a room bursting with weapons and I see a man holding 
something that emits a bright blue flame. I see a person standing in a chamber full of 
nothing but water and there are ropes stacked high and strung across the ceiling and all 
kinds of liquids, chemicals, contraptions I can‟t name and my brain won‟t stop screaming 
and my lungs keep catching fire and ot‟s too much too much too much too much.  
 
(D40,P73,C7) 
I‟ve become a mold for liquid metal; thick, searing heat distributes itself 
throughout my body and the excess coats my hands, forging my fists with a strength 
so breathtaking, an energy so intense I think it might engulf me. I‟m lightheaded 
from the rush of it.  
 
(D41, P110, C13) 
“And . . . suddenly,” Castle says, pulling in a breath,” I couldn‟t perform. It 
was as if as if a wire inside of my body had been cut. I felt it right away. He 
wanted my attention and he inadvertently shut me off in an attempt to redict 
my focus. It was unlike anything I‟ve ever seen. “He shakes his head.” We’ve 
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now been working with him to see if he can control his ability at will. And 
“Castle adds, excited, “We want to see if he can project. 
“You see, Mr. Kent does not need to make contact with the skin I was wearing 
my blazer when he touched my arm. So this means he‟s already projecting, if 
only just a little bit. And I believe, with some work, he’ll be able to extend his 
gift to a greater surface area.” 
 
(D42, P29, C36) 
All I know is that my hand is around Anderson’s throat and I’ve pinned him 
to the wall, so overcome by a blind, burning, all-consuming rage that I think 
my brain has already caught on fire and dissolved into ash. I squeeze a little 
harder.  
He’s sputtering. He’s gasping. He’s trying to get at my arms, clawing limp 
hands at my body and he’s turning red and blue and purple and I’m enjoying 
it. I’m enjoying it so, so much.  
 
5. Culture Code  
(D43,P153,C18) 
“If you‟re stopped by a soldier and asked for proof of identification,” Castle continued, 
“You must present your RR card. Failure to present your card,” he said,”will result in . 
. . very unhappy consequences. Citizens who walk around without their cards are 
considere a threat to the restablishment. They are seen as purposely defying the law, as 
characters worthy of suspicion. Being uncooperative in any way even if that means you 
simply do not want your every movement to be tracked and monitored makes you seem 
sympathetic to rebel parties. And that makes you a threat. A threat, “he said, “That the 
restablishment has no qualms about removing,  
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B. DISCUSSION  
In this part researcher describe and classify the data to the instrinsic elements and 
explain the data from findings, such as:  
 
1. Science Description toward Five Codes in Setting (Place and Situation)  
 
a. Science Description toward the Semiotic Code in Setting (Place and 
Situation)  
The first is D1,P9,C1 that tells about the dangerous outside atmosphere, dark, 
wet, whistlig so sharp it stings the skin off the knuckles of grown men sign the 
frightened and dangerous outside atmosphere because he has been jailed for a long 
time. He lives in a training room, the sentence of training room that’s become my 
second home lately signs that in these lately years he lives in a training room that is 
why he does not know the situation outside, he only can see the wall every day as 
“Every day I stare at these 4 walls”. This is included in Instrinsic element that is 
setting of situation, situation that tells about the frightened outside atmosphere because 
he has been jailed for a long enough time in a training room so he can not see the 
outside since it does not have a window. 
The second is D2,P11,C1 that depicted about the connotation of “Planet a 
broken bone”, it means their house that has been broken even if it is repaired, it 
can not be the same anymore. It is included in Instrinsic element especially 
setting of situation. The situation depicted the sadness and fear but they still 
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survive to live on their planet. It is included in    instrinsic element that is 
setting of place, planet is their house that has been broken. 
The third is D3,P49,C5, in this case the sentence of “flowers are blooming in 
my stomach, the soft petals tickling every inch of my nervous system” has 
connotation as a happy feeling in heart. Then, the connotation of  “the 
strangest phenomenon. A crazy happy impossibility” is an unaware happy 
feeling and wrapped in tissue paper, tied with a bow, tucked away in my heart 
has connotation an happy feeling that is so smooth and nice that can be felt by 
the heart. This is included in instrinsic element appropriately setting of 
situation, this situation explains the main character‟s happy feeling since 
meeting with someone.   
The fourth is D4,P67,C7, It has connotation as a shocked and tighten feeling, 
because the place is full of new things for him. In this case science is described as a 
modern and new room for the main character because he previously just lived in a 
training room and now he sees a bright room, so he feels harper and clearer. It is 
included in intrinsic element appropriately stting of situation, the situation that 
makes him shocked or surprised seeing a new place that he visits. 
The fifth is  D5,P70,C7 that the connotation of hits and punches words is 
something that hurts, while rakes its fingernails down my neck and I’m 
schoking on impossibility has connotation something that makes her surprised 
seeing Adam‟s situation in a room that full of glass/mirror with some medic 
tools in his body that looks like he holds his sickness but Juliette feels sorry and 
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confused with what adam feels. Science here is depicted as medic tools that are 
paired in Adam‟s body such as the cable temples which are dry and precise 
under his neck. It is included in instrinsic element appropriately setting of place 
since it tells about a research spot where she can use Adam as pre-experiment 
for her research. 
The sixth is  D6,P79,C7, in this case the connotation is emotion that is released and 
cannot be arrested anymore so its energy and power are united when she/he hits to the 
floor, then all is broken with one punch only that makes him/her loses her/him energy 
and hurts him/her self. In this case, science is depicted  as the main character‟s power 
when he/she touches anything, it can broke whatever he/she touches because his/her 
emotion and enery are combined so his/her power becomes bigger. It‟s included in 
instrinsic element especially setting of situation, the main character‟s feeling which is so 
taut and emotional so he/she uses his/her power by hitting his/her hand to the floor. 
The seventh is D7,P83,C9, “The wrath of hell ripping through my right arm”, 
this sentence has connotation something that is so hurting on his/her bandage arm and 
hand. Science here is depicted in medic, that his/her arm and hand are injured. It is 
setting of place, a place where he/she is taken care. 
The eighth is D8,P137,C16, in this case the connotation is aloneness that 
accompanies him/her and makes him/her really suffers for that. In this case, science is 
depicted as a hurting body because of being too lonely. This exxpression is included in 
setting of situation exactly a lonely heart. 
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The ninth is D9,P164,C19, It has connotation the outside situation or atmosphere 
which is not inhabited with an awkward situation. Science here is depicted as a 
cold nature atmosphere with some falling leaves. The exppression is included in 
setting of place that is an empty field with cold temperature.  
So, science by the semiotic code in one intrinsic element, namely 
setting (place and situation) is described in various connotations such as 
depicting the connotations of mood, nature and a room. 
b. Science Description toward Hermanautics Code in Setting (Place and Situation)  
The first  is  D21,P68,C7, In this case science is telling the reality or truth of a 
room which is completed with layout and good electricity which makes the room 
lights brighter. It is included in Instrinsic element appropriately setting of place, a 
room which is completed with electricity in each side. 
Then  in D22,P74,C7 telling about science that depicted in a form of trial riddle 
in which a human being is the object of the trial. Unknown trial riddle makes 
Jeliette angry. It is included in instrinsic element especially setting of situation, 
tighten situation because Juliette disagrees that Adam becomes the trial of this 
research.  
The next is D23,P75,C7, in this case science depicted in telling the reality 
or truth that the research done by Castle toward Adam is just to know the 
supranatural power that Adam has and it cannot be known unless if they 
do research toward Adam‟s body first, Castle then explains what happens 
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since it makes Juliette angry seeing Castle‟s action toward Adam in 
which Juliette previously assumed that Adam is used as trial experiment. 
This is included in setting of place; medic room is the place to do research 
toward Adam‟s power.  
And then in D35,P153,C18 telling about science depicted as a reality or the 
truth about RR cards as the key to live on the Planet, this card is like a more 
modern designed ID card that given a chip so, their wages will go into the card 
and they also use the card to pay food. It belongs in intrinsic element, the setting of 
place, in their place there is a multifunctional card. 
The last is D37,P518,C65, that  science depicted as the reality or the truth of a 
tank that fed by electricity is not too noisy when moving down the road. It is 
included in intrinsic elements especially setting of place, where they have tanks that 
are electrified so that they move without noise. 
So, science by the hermeneutic code in one intrinsic element, namely 
setting (place and situation) is described in various forms of reality 
depicted in the novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi as shown in a modern 
room, various scientific experiments and modern equipment. 
c. Science Description toward the Symbolic Code in Setting (Place and Situation)  
In this case D38,P17,C2 and D38, P18,C2  are ambiguous, the first is Juliete on 
page 17 argue that no one can be with him unless Adam in Omega Point turns out that 
Kenji will be with him on page 18 and also train with him. It belongs in intrinsic 
element especially setting of situation, So science is depicted as something 
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ambiguous. The situation describes that the feelings of Juliete which initially collapsed 
because no one could be friends with him except Adam but on the next page it turns 
out that kenji is willing to make friends and practice with him. 
So, science by symbolic code in one of the intrinsic elements, namely 
the setting (place and situation) is described in ambiguous matter that the 
initial income does not accordance with the event experienced. 
d. Science Description toward the Proaretik Code in Setting (place and situation)  
In D39,P69,C7 science is depicted as something new, strange and tense for Juliet 
because it is the first time to see the activity that there is a woman who filled a bullet 
and a man who held chemicals. It belongs in intrinsic element especially setting of 
situation, Juliete who feels shocked at the activities there. 
 Then in D40,P73,C7) science is depicted as something tense, when Juliete 
gets angry, her energy and anger are mixes, causing her strength to increase in 
her body. It belongs in setting of situation. The situation describes when Juliete 
gets angry, she can't hold her emotions so that her energy gets bigger.  
The next in D41,P110,C13 science is depicted as a tension when Juliet 
reacts with her strength. Suddenly, Castle stop him and ask him to 
cooperate with Mr. Kent (Adam) to find out whether Adam could control 
his power according to his desire or not and also whether Adam can 
project his strength even if only a little. It is included in intrinsic element 
especially setting of situation. The strain situation describes when Castle 
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prevents the angry Juliete and asks her to learn to use her power with 
Adam.  
And the last in D42,P295,C36, science is depicted in the form of tension when 
Juliet met Anderson and she replied Anderson by strangling her neck so hard until 
he couldn‟tt breathe, at that moment Juliet's anger couldn‟t be controlled 
considering Anderson's malicious treatment. It belongs in intrinsic element 
especially setting of situation. The strain of situation describes when Juliete 
attacked Anderson by strangling him. 
So, science by the proaretic code in one intrinsic element, namely 
setting (place and situation) is depicted in a tense situation, for example 
when the main character is angry, her strenght will be stonger and there 
are also fights between them. 
e. Science Description toward the Cultural Code in Setting (place and situation)  
In D43,P153,C18 tells about science is depicted in a form of a politeness 
culture when they are asked for their RR cards, they must show it without fighting 
because they know if they don't have a card so it is considered  as a threat. It is 
included in intrinsic elements especially setting of place. It describes when they 
live there is a multifunctional card that every civilian must have. 
So, science by cultural code in one of the intrinsic elements, namely 
the setting (place and situation) is described in the form of rules on the 
planet that they must have a multifunctional identity card. 
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2. Science Description toward the Five Codes in Character 
a. Science Description toward Semic Code in Character  
The D10,P360,C48 has connotation the power of main character‟s (Juliette) 
who can broke everything easily by using her hands. It is a science which is depicted in 
a power of the main character when she touches anything, it will broke them. It seems 
like she produces a power form her body. It is included as Instrinsic element exactly 
character, the character here is the main character who has touching power which can 
broke something easily. 
So, science by the semic code in one of the intrinsic elements, 
namely character is depicted in the form of a connotation, the power  of 
main character is able to destroy objects very easily using the touch of her 
hand. 
b. Science Description toward Hermeneutics Code in Character  
The first in D11,P11,C1 tell about science is depicted as truth of their power 
who lives over there, a power in a different energy which is never created and 
crushed. Their power are not created from the earth and universal but it is from a 
confusion that makes them anomaly. It is instrinsic element especially character, 
their character has their own power and their power are created from a different 
thing that is a confusion which makes them anomaly. 
And the second D12,P13,C1, that in this case science is depicted as a riddle 
of tha main character‟s power when touching something which is not invulnerable 
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toward its touch, then the object will be broken and cannot be defeated with 
something flowing on his/her pore. It is included in instrinsic element especially 
character, the character here is main character‟s power which can be broken when 
it is touched because the energy is from the pore. 
The third is D13, P21,C2, in this case science is depicted as a statement 
about truth or reality of a man who has electricity flowing to his body. This one is 
included in instrinsic element especially character, Brendan is a person who has 
electricity power.   
The fourth is D14,P22,C2, that science is depicted when explaining the 
reality or truth of the main character‟s power (Juliette) who has power to touch 
which makes people who are not invulnerable with her power will be broken, 
paralyzed, melt and weak. This is included in Instrinsic element especially 
character, Juliette is the main character in the novel who has a very dangerous 
touch. 
Then the fifth is D15,P33,C3 telling about science can be riddle of Adam‟s 
power which can touch Juliette‟s skin. it is like there is a big power which may 
cause it is happened and it is also explained scientifically based on Castle‟s analysis. 
It is included in Instrinsic element especially character, Adam is a person who has 
power which can touch Juliette who is still analyzed.   
The sixth is D16,P39,C4, in this case science is depicted when telling the 
reality or truth of the clothes power which is made by someone who can protect 
Juliette from her own self and others. The clothes contains material that can defend 
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her body to be stable toward cold or hot temperature. It is included in Instrinsic 
element especially character, character Juliette who has killing touch and should 
wear the clothes for protecting her body. 
And then the seventh is D17,P164,C19, that science is depicted in a form 
telling the reality or truth Kenji‟s power who can be united with the objects around 
so that he is invisible. This is included in Instrinsic element exactly character, Kenji 
is character who has power to unit with objects around him which makes him 
invisible.  
The eighth is D18 ,P178,C21, in this case science is depicted in a form 
telling the reality or truth Kenji‟s power who is able to be invisible. This 
is included in Instrinsic element as Kenji has power to be invisible which 
can involve himself to his friends so his friends become invisible too.  
The ninth is D19,P185,C22, science here is depicted in a form telling reality 
or truth of Castle‟s power who is able to feel and move the objects even though it is 
from a far distance, when he focuses his power to an object, he can recognize the 
energy of the every single objects. It is included in Instrinsic element especially 
character as Castle who is able to move every object with his thought even it‟s far 
away. 
The tenth is D20,P185,C22, that in this case science is depicted in a form 
telling the reality of Castle‟s power who is able to move each object with his thought, 
touch the energy which is glutinous of something. Castle and Kenji can colaborate 
through Kenji involve Castle so they become invisible and Castle tracks the storage. 
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It‟s include in instrinsic element appropriately character as Castle and Kenji always 
colaborate to take some goods by being invisible with Kenji‟s power and Castle takes 
the goods by focusing his thought so he can analyze the goods that he wants to take. 
The eleventh is D24,P187,C22, tells about science is depicted in a form 
the reality or truth of Lily‟s power who have photograph memory to move 
a room, collect each detail. It is included in Instrinsic element that is 
character, a person named Lily who has photograph memory power 
which can move a room and collect its each detail. 
 Then the twelfth is D25,P187,C22, science here is depicted as a form reality 
or truth of Brendan‟s power who can be a generator or a reseve lighter in team. It is 
included in Instrinsic element especially character since character here explains 
someone named Brendan who has an electricity power. Furthermore, it is also 
included in instrinsic element especially character for the character named Adam 
who can be a generator and turns off the electricity in a room.  
The thirteenth is D26, P188,C22, that science is described as form 
reality of truth of Winston‟s power who can relate the goods giver and 
receiver so that they do not mistake the goods. His arms and legs are so 
elastic too so he can take the goods rapidly. This one is included in Instrinsic 
element that is Character, Winston who has a very elastic arms and legs.    
The fourteenth is D27,P210,C24, in this case science is depicted that 
there‟s something happen that Juliete is holding something until 
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destroyed. It belongs in intrinsic elements of character; Juliet is the power 
proprietor of a touch off. 
Then the fifteenth is D28,P309,C39, that tells about science is depicted as 
something that happen when Castle uses his power to collect wind particles, 
debris, steel splinters and broken branches using the strength of his fingertips. It 
belongs in intrinsic element of character, Castle which has a power to move and 
even collects items. 
 The sixteenth is D29,P311,C39, that science is depicted as 
something that happen when Juliete uses her power because of anger and 
emotion by stamping her arm on the ground so that the ground 
immediately becomes shaky.  It belongs in intrinsic element of character, 
Juliete is able to destroy objects easily and even shake the ground by 
stamping his arm. 
The seventeenth is D30,P80,C7, in this case science is depicted as reality or 
truth that Juliete realizes that she has the power centered on her hand, that is when it 
touches an object it will be destroyed. It is included in intrinsic element of 
character, the new main character who realizes its strength when touching the item, 
it will be destroyed. 
 The eighteenth is D31,P86,C10, that science here is depicted as the 
reality or truth of nurses on the planet that can repair broken bones, 
injured wounds, revive damaged lungs and heal severe cuts even when 
Adam is seriously injure and Juliet think he will be disabled for life but 
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now he is fully recovered. It belongs in intrinsic element of character, 
character of nurse who have the ability to heal even serious injuries.  
Then the nineteenth is D32,P111,C13, in this case science is 
depicted as telling the truth or the reality of the results of a trial on Adam, 
he has the power of a kind of protector so when he touches Juliet's body, 
Adam's body will automatically protect himself. It is included in intrinsic 
element of character, Adam's character who has the power to dispel 
Juliete's strength or in other words Adam is immune to Juliete's power. 
The twentieth is  D33,P112,C13, that science here is depicted as telling the 
truth or the fact that Adam's power is always electrium or is called the power that 
always burning because Adam is placed in a dangerous position as long as there. It is 
included in intrinsic element of character, the character of Adam who has a body 
always alert to danger. This includes intrinsic elements, namely characters. 
 And the last is D34,P144,C17, in this case science is depicted as the truth or 
the truth of the person who has the power, Winston, a psychologist and also the 
designer of gloves worn by Juliet. It belongs in intrinsic element of character, the 
Winston character who is capable of designing Juliete gloves so that when Juliete 
touches with objects they are not destroyed. 
So, science by the hermeneutic code in one of the intrinsic 
elements, namely the character is described in the form of reality that 
their power obtained through of chaos, that‟s why they have various 
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forms of power such as invisible, deadly touch, and some have elastic 
bodies, etc. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
After analyzing the data, the researcher concludes the results of the research in 
the novel Unravel Me by Tahereh Mafi are: 
1. Science description on semics code scale is described in connotation form 
about the nature condition, people‟s feeling, people‟s character who have 
power, and body‟s condition. 
2. Science description on hermeneutics code is described in explanation form 
about a sophisticated room, people‟s character who have power and some 
objects which resemble identity card and a sophisticated tank. 
3. Science description on symbolics code scale is described in ambiguous form 
or or in another word can be its opinion changes. The example found in 
Unravel Me novel: Juliette (The main character) especially in on page 1, no 
one wants to be friend with Juliette but on the next pages, apparently there are 
some people become her friend. 
4. Science description on Proaroteics code scale is described in strained situation 
especially when they use their power and people‟s strain seeing recent and 
sophisticated objects. 
5. Science description on culture code scale is described in habit form or their 
house rules in which they should have identity card, this card is also 
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multipurpose to be used in commodity transaction. If the card is not owned by 
the civil member, they are considered as a threat for their planet.    
B.  Suggestions  
Based on the data analysis and the conclusions above, the researcher would 
like to give some suggestions as follows: 
1. In this research, the writer is expected to give additional knowledge for the 
readers who are interested in learning and would like to know about how 
science depicted in literary works.  
2. The writer hopefully, this thesis can become as a scientific reference and 
useful for the stundents in English and Literature Depertement who would to 
do research about how science depicted in literary works. 
3. The writer hopes that the reader could give correction to this research.  
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APPENDIX 
Maybe it‟s dark and wet today, whistling wind so sharp it things the skin off the 
knuckles of grown men. Maybe it‟s snowing, maybe it‟s raining, I don‟t know maybe it‟s 
freezing it‟s hailing it‟s a hurricane slip slipping into a tornado amd the earth is quaking 
apart to make room for our mistakes. I wouldn‟t have any idea. I don’t have  a window 
anymore. I don’t have view. It‟s a million degrees below zero in my blood amd I‟m 
buried 50 feet underground in a training room that‟s become my second home lately. 
Every day I stare at these 4 walls and remind myself  I‟m not a prisoner I‟m not  prisoner 
but sometimes the old feas streak across my skin and I can‟t seem to break free of the 
claustrophobia clutching at my throat. (D1,P9,C1) Semic Code 
This planet is a broken bone that didn‟t set right, a hundred pieces of crystal glued 
together. We‟ve been shattered and reconstructed, told to make an effort everysingle 
day to pretend we still function the way we‟re supposed to. But it‟s a lie, it‟s all a 
lie.  (D2,P11,C1) Semic Code 
I‟m still wearing my gloves but just being this close to him is enough; flowers are blooming 
in my stomach, the soft petals tickling every inch of my nervous system. It‟s like I‟ve 
been granted 3 wishes: to touch, to taste, to feel. It‟s the strangest phenomenon. A crazy 
happy impossibility wrapped in tissue paper, tied with a bow, tucked away in my 
heart. (D3,P49,C5) Semic Code 
All of a sudden my sense feel sharper, clearer; my entire being feels like it’s humming 
with a renewed kind of energi. I am electric. (D4,P67,C7) Semic Code 
It hits me right in the face. Punches me right in the stomach. Realization jumps on my back 
and explodes in my skin and rakes its furgernails down my neck and I’m choking on 
impossibility.  Adam. I feel it wrapping itself around my fingers like I could fling it at his 
face. I feel it coiling itself around my spine, planting itself in my stomach and shooting 
branches down my legs, up my arms, through my neck. It‟s choking me. Choking me 
because it needs release, need relief. Needs it now. (D5,P70,C7) Semic Code 
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Energi is cousing through me with a vigor I‟ve never felt before and I‟m not even thinking but 
I have to do something I have to touch something and I‟m curling my fingers and bending my 
knees and pulling back my arm and  Punching My First Right Through The Floor. The earth 
fissures under my fingers and the reverberations surge thriugh my being, ricocheting 
through my bones until my skull is spinning and my heart is a pendulum slamming into 
my rib cage. My eyesight fades in and out of focus and I have to blink a hundred times 
to clear it only to see a crack creaking under my feet, a thin line splinterimg the ground. 
Everything around me is suddenly off  balance. The stone is groaning under our weight 
and the glass walls are rattling and the machines are shifting out of place and the water 
is sloshing against its container and the people. (D6,P79,C7) Semic Code 
I manage to pry my eyes open and immediately feel the wrath of hell ripping through 
my right arm. My hand has been bandaged in so many layers of gauze it‟s rendered 
my 5 fingers immobile and I find I‟m grateful for it. I‟m so exhausted I do‟t have the 
energy to cry. (D7,P83,C9) Semic Code 
It creeps up on you, quiet and still, sits by your side in the dark, strokes your hair as you 
sleep. It wrap itself around your bones, squeezing so tight you almost can’t breathe. It 
leaves lies in your heart , lies next to you at night, leaches the light out from every corner. 
It‟s a constant companion, clasping your hand only to yank you down when you‟re 
strunggling to stand up. (D8,P137,C16) Semic Code 
We‟re in the middle of a frozen wasteland. The air is icy and sharp, deed leaves dancing around us. 
The few trees still standing are waving in the wind, their broken , lonely branches begging for 
companionship. I look  right. I look straight ahead. (D9,P164,C19) Semic Code 
I‟ve been showing him how easily I can break things now. The bricks are nothing. It 
feels like crushing a piece if cake. The metal pipes bend in my hands like plastic 
straws. (D10,P360,C48) Semic Code 
I‟m supposed to harness my enery, Catle said. Our gifts sre different forms of energi. 
Matter is never created ir destroyed, he said to me, and as our world changed, so did the 
energi within it. Our abilities sre taken from the universe, from the ,atter, from the energies. 
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We are not anomalies. We are inevitabilities of the perverse manipulations of our earth. 
Our energy came from somewhere, he said. And somewhere is in the chaos all around us. 
(D11,P11,C1) Hermeneutic code 
To use my power against my better judgment. But the trought of laying a hand on 
someone brings back. A world of memories, feelings, a flush of power I experience 
only when I make contact with skin not immune to my own. It‟s a rush of 
invincibility; a tormented kind of euphoria; a wave of intensity flooding every pore 
in my body. (D12,P13,C1) Hermeneutic code 
Brendan. The thin boy with platinum-blond hair and electric currents running 
through his veins. I remember him. (D13, P21,C2) Hermeneutic code 
Juliete. A girl with a lethal touch that saps the stregth and energi of human beings until 
they‟re limp, paralyzed carcasses wheezing on the floor. (D14,P22,C2) Hermeneutic 
code 
This was Castle‟s theory all along that Adam can touch me because he too has come 
kind of energi that allows it. Castle never thought Adam‟s immunity from my ability was 
a happy coincidence. He thought it had to be bigger than that, more scientific that that, 
more specific that that. (D15,P33,C3) Hermeneutic code 
It was a gift from Castle. He had it custom-made for me before I arrived at Omega Point. 
He thoght might like to finally have an outfit that would protect me from myself and 
others while simultaneously offering me the option of hurting others. If I wanted to. Or 
needed to. The suit is made kind of special material that’s supposed  to keep me cool in 
the heat and keep me warm in the cold. So far it‟s been perfect. (D16,P39,C4) 
The plan is for Kenji, gift enables him to blend into any background to travel ahead of the 
pack, making himself  invisible as he checks  to make sure our paths are clear. 
(D17,P164,C19) Hermeneutic code 
 “And keep your voice down, being invisible doesn’t mean the world can’t 
hear you.” you can do that?” I try to find his face but I might as well be 
speaking to the air. 
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“yeah it‟s called projecting, remeber? Didn‟t Castle explain this to you 
already? He asks, eager to rush through the explanation so he can get back to 
yelling at me. “not everyone can doi t, not all abilities are the same but maybe 
if you manage to stop being dumbass long enough not to die, I might be able to 
teach you one day.” (D18 ,P178,C21) Hermeneutic code 
Castle said he can sense and move object from a great distance, even if that distance is 
25 feet belowground. He said that when he approaches one of the storage facilities he can 
feel the difference immediately, because he can recogize the energy in each object. 
(D19,P185,C22) Hermeneutic code 
This he explained is what allows him to move things with his mind: he’s able 
to touch the inherent energy in enerything. Castle and kenji have managed 
to track down 5 compounds within 20 miles of Omega Point just by 
walking around: Castle sensing, Kenji projecting to keep the invisible. 
They located 5 more within 50 miles, (D20,P185,C22) Hermeneutic code 
Each clear wall acts as a partition to rooms on either side everything is see-through. There’s 
an electricaura engulfing the entire space; each cube is bright with white light and 
brinkingmachinery; sharp and dull hums of energy pulse throught the vast dimensions. 
(D21,P68,C7) Hermeneutic code 
 “He is not your experiment!” I explode and the composure is gone, the steadiness in 
my voice is gone and I‟m suddenly so unstable again I can hardly keep my hands from 
shaking.” You think you can just use him for your research” (D22,P74,C7) 
Hermeneutic code 
 “I know that you‟ve been struggling here,” Castle continous.” I know you are 
unaccustomed to seeing yourself as part of a group, and I‟ve made an effort to 
understand where you might be coming from I‟ve tried to help you adjust. But you must 
look around!” He gestures toward the glass walls and the people behing them. “we are 
the same. We are working on the same team! I have subjected Adam to nothing I have 
not undergone myself. We are simply running tests to see where his supranatural 
abilities lie. We cannot know for certain what he is capale of if we not test him first.  
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“His voice drops an octave or 2. “And we do not have the luxury of writing several years 
until he accidentally discovers something that might be useful to our cause right now.” 
(D23,P75,C7) Hermeneutic code 
Lily ha s a photographic memory that puts photographs to shame. She walked in before 
the rest of us and immediately scanned the room, collecting and cataloging every 
minute detail. She‟s the one who will make sure that we leave nothing behind when we 
exit, a side from the things we take, nothing else is missing or out of place. (D24,P187,C22) 
Hermeneutic code 
Brendan is our backup generator. He‟s managed to shut off power to the security 
system while still lighting the dark dimensions of this room. (D25,P187,C22) 
Hermeneutic code 
Winston is overseeing our 2 grops, mediating between the givers and the takers, 
making sure we‟re securing the right items and the right quantities. His arms 
and legd have the elastic ability to strectch at will, which enables him to reach 
both sides of the room quickly and easly. (D26, P188,C22) Hermeneutic code 
I gasp. Stumble backward. My hand is full of ehat looks like red snad and brown clay 
pulverized into tiny particles. The bigger chunks of brick crumble to the floor and I let 
the debris slip through the cracks between my fingers only to lift the quality hand to 
my face. (D27,P210,C24) Hermeneutic code 
Then there‟s Castle in the middle of it all, his hands outstretched over his head, 
collecting a whirlwind of particles, debris, scattered dtrips of steel and broken 
branches with nothing more than the coercion of his fingertips. The others have 
formed a human wall around him, protecting him as he forms a cyclone of such 
magnitude that even I can he‟s straining to manintain control of it.  
Then he lets go. The soldier are shouting, screaming, running back and ducking for 
cover but most are too slow to escape the reach of so much destruction and they’re 
down, impaled by shards of glass and stone and wood and broken metal but I know 
this defense won’t last for long. (D28,P309,C39) Hermeneutic code 
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I  fall to my knees and press my palm to the ground and feel the power 
coursing through me, feel it curdling in my blood and mixing with the anger, 
the passion, the fire inside of me and I think of every time my parents called me 
a monster, a horrible terrifying mistake and I think of all the nights I sobbed 
myself to sleep and reeling through my mind, men and women and children, 
innocent protesters run over in the streets; I see guns and bombs, fire and 
devastation, so much suffering suffering sufferingand I steel myself. I flex my 
fist. I pull back my arm and  
I Shatter What’s left of this earth. (D29, P311, C39) Hermeneutic code 
I fall backward, cradling my right fist to my chest and try to remind myself  I am not a 
monster, I do not have to be a moster, I do not want to hurt people I do not want to 
hurt people I do not want to hurt people And it‟s not working. Because it’s all a lie. 
Because this was mem trying to help. I look around At the ground At what I’ve done.  
And I understand, for the first time, that I have the power to destroy everything. 
(D30,P80,C7) Hermeneutic code 
Injuries are always treated by the healers. They can set broken bones and 
repair bullet wounds and revise collapsed lungs and mend even the worst 
kinds of cuts I know this because Adam had to be carried into Omega point on 
a strectcher when we arrived. He‟d suffered at the hands of Warner and his 
men after we escaped the military base and I thought his body would be 
scarred forever. But he’s perfect. Brand-new. It took all of I day to put him 
back together. (D31, P86, C10) Hermeneutic code 
 “Ah.” Castle nods. Clears his troat. “Ye. Very astute, Ms. Ferrars.” He paces 
the length of the room. “This. . . is where the explanation gets a little tricky. 
After much study, we‟ve been able to conclude that his ability is a kind of. . . 
defense mechanism. One that he does not yet know how to control. It’s 
something that’s been working on autopilot his entire life, eventhough it 
only works to disable other preternatural abilities. If there was ever a risk, 
if Mr. Kent was ever in any state of danger, in any situation where his body 
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was on high alert, feeling threatened or at risk of injury, his ability 
automatically set in.”  (D32, P111, C13) Hermeneutic code 
When you first met, for example, Mr. Kent was working as a soldier, on guard, always 
aware of the risks in his surroundings. He was in constant state of electrum a term we use to 
define when our energy is „on‟ so to speak because he was always in state of danger.” 
(D33,P112,C13) Hermeneutic code 
I jerk toward my left to find sandy-blond hair and black plastiv glasses sititing on a crooked 
nose. An ironic smile twisted into a pale face. Winston. I remember him. He interviewed 
me when I first arrived at Omega Point. Said was some kind of psychologist. But he also 
happens to be the one who designed the suit I’m wearing. The gloves I destroyed. 
(D34,P144,C17) Hermeneutic code 
“RR cards track everything,” Castle explained.”they‟re necessary for entering and 
exiting compounds, necessary for entering and exiting a person‟s place of work. REST 
dollars can then be exchanged at supply centers for food and basic necessities. Losing 
an RRcard, “he said,”means losing your livelihood, your earnings, your legal status as 
a registeres citized. (D35,P153,C18) Hermeneutic code 
“Not on purpose.‟ Warner shakes his head. „ I didn‟t actually know what I was doing. Not 
at first. I’ve only ever just sensed enery; I never knew I could take it. But I touched 
yours simply by touching you there was so much adrenaline among the group of us 
that yours practically threw itself at me. And when Kenji grapped my arm.” He 
says, “you and I, we were still connected. It was quite accident but I felt it happen. I 
felt your power rush into me. Rush out of me. “ he  looks up. Meets my eyes. “ it was 
the most extraordinary thing I‟ve ever experienced.” (D36,P454,C58) 
The tanks. They run on electricity so they’re less conspicuous as they move through 
the streets, but I‟m familiar enough with these tanks to be able to recognize the electric 
trum. (D37,P518,C65) Hermeneutic code 
Not everyone is safe from me the way he is. No one but Adam has ever touched me and 
enjoyed it. No one except for Warner. But despite Adam‟s best intentions, he can‟t train 
with me. He‟s busy with other things.  
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Kenji. I want to laugh out loud. Kenji would be the only willing to risk working with me. 
I injured once. By accident. (D38,P17,C2) ( D38, P18,C2) Simbolic Code 
Research. I see figures running gasping on what resemble inordinately fast treadmills. I see a 
women reloading a gun in a room bursting with weapons and I see a man holding 
something that emits a bright blue flame. I see a person standing in a chamber full of 
nothing but water and there are ropes stacked high and strung across the ceiling and all 
kinds of liquids, chemicals, contraptions I can‟t name and my brain won‟t stop screaming 
and my lungs keep catching fire and ot‟s too much too much too much too much. 
(D39,P69,C7) Proaretic Code  
I‟ve become a mold for liquid metal; thick, searing heat distributes itself 
throughout my body and the excess coats my hands, forging my fists with a 
strength so breathtaking, an energy so intense I think it might engulf me. I‟m 
lightheaded from the rush of it. (D40,P73,C7) Proaretic Code 
 “And . . . suddenly,” Castle says, pulling in a breath,” I couldn‟t perform. It 
was as if as if a wire inside of my body had been cut. I felt it right away. He 
wanted my attention and he inadvertently shut me off in an attempt to 
redict my focus. It was unlike anything I‟ve ever seen. “He shakes his head.” 
We’ve now been working with him to see if he can control his ability at 
will. And “Castle adds, excited, “We want to see if he can project. 
“You see; Mr. Kent does not need to make contact with the skin I was 
wearing my blazer when he touched my arm. So this means he‟s already 
projecting, if only just a little bit. And I believe, with some work, he’ll be able 
to extend his gift to a greater surface area.” (D41, P110, C13) Proaretic Code 
All I know is that my hand is around Anderson’s throat and I’ve pinned 
him to the wall, so overcome by a blind, burning, all-consuming rage that I 
think my brain has already caught on fire and dissolved into ash. I squeeze 
a little harder. 
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He’s sputtering. He’s gasping. He’s trying to get at my arms, clawing limp 
hands at my body and he’s turning red and blue and purple and I’m 
enjoying it. I’m enjoying it so, so much. (D42, P29, C36) Proaretic Code 
 “If you‟re stopped by a soldier and asked for proof of identification,” Castle continued, 
“You must present your RR card. Failure to present your card,” he said,”will result in . . 
. very unhappy consequences. Citizens who walk around without their cards are 
considere a threat to the restablishment. They are seen as purposely defying the law, 
as characters worthy of suspicion. Being uncooperative in any way even if that means 
you simply do not want your every movement to be tracked and monitored makes you 
seem sympathetic to rebel parties. And that makes you a threat. A threat, “he said, 
“That the restablishment has no qualms about removing, (D43,P153,C18) Culture 
Code  
 
 
 
